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After being mired for centuries as an object of legal debate, philosophical 

speculation, and religious scrutiny, suicide emerged as a pressing concern for 

primary care a few decades ago.  Ahmedani et al1 (this issue) remind us why primary

care occupies a central spot in suicide prevention: Nearly 50% of people who died 

by suicide made a health care visit within 4 weeks of death. Of the ~22% who saw a 

clinician in the week before dying, most (~75%) had no mental health diagnosis.  

Ahmedani at al. conclude that there is a “dire need to improve screening” for 

suicide risk. Their emphasis on screening and diagnosis can be viewed as an 

understandable response to the once common attitude of skeptical humanism: the 

idea that people have a fundamental need for self-determination, which should not 

be undermined even if it leads to suicide. Skeptical humanists2  have argued that 

attempts to diagnose mental disorders could pathologize normative distress and de-

value human uniqueness.  Ahmedani et al.’s emphasis on screening and diagnosis is 

a product of the prevailing optimistic biomedicalism. In essence, optimistic 

biomedicalists believe that programmatic research on brain and cognitive processes 

eventually will lead nature to yield her secrets, resulting in a cure for the mental 

disorders that confer suicide risk. In the meantime, in the optimistic biomedicalist 

view, the focus of clinical efforts should be to increase the uptake of mental health 

services through screening.1

Skeptical humanism and optimistic biomedicalism can spawn extreme 

variants, with implications for patient outcomes. Skeptical humanism’s perils -- 

nihilism and abandonment –are well-established. The harms of optimistic 

biomedicalism --medicalization, overtreatment, ignoring patient preferences, and 



misallocation of resources—were long overlooked, but are increasingly recognized.3 

Blatant harms of optimistic biomedicalism in the care of patients at-risk for suicide 

(e.g., forced hospitalization) garner more attention but the insidious harms might 

take a greater toll.4-6 One study showed that patients are reluctant to broach the 

topic of depression for fear that doctors will automatically prescribe 

antidepressants, regardless of patient treatment preferences.5 Another showed that 

when clinicians are pressed for time they use screens merely to convince patients 

that they are depressed, not to aid diagnosis or explore  symptoms.4 Like skeptical 

humanism, optimistic biomedicalism could harm patients by undermining the 

patient-clinician relationship. Alternative care paradigms are needed.7 

Optimistic Humanism Imagined

Optimistic humanism integrates therapeutic aspects of skeptical humanism 

and optimistic biomedicalism while splicing off the nihilistic and exuberant 

extremes.  Its optimism is rooted in its faith in technological and social progress. Its 

humanism is grounded in person-centered7 attentiveness to the fundamental 

psychological needs8 of all members of  modern healthcare teams: patients, their 

families, clinicians, and ancillary staff.  Cultivating an attitude of optimistic 

humanism will enable the identification of novel interventions not otherwise 

suggested by the prevailing biomedicalism. Two priorities are  relevant for suicide 

prevention, both of which concern the patient-clinician relationship: 

1. Attending to clinicians’ needs. An influential theory8 of motivation suggests 

that all people, including clinicians, have fundamental psychological needs for self-



determination (autonomy, competence, relatedness). Problems arise when these 

needs are thwarted. It has been argued that mandates, direct to consumer 

advertising, and other point-of-care intruders have adverse implications for clinician

self-determination, clinician-patient communication, and patient outcomes.7,9 For 

example, it is plausible that routine screening for depression or suicide risk could 

have unexpected harms (e.g., worsening the already-prevalent problem of 

overtreatment of people with minimal symptoms or risk) that offset the potential 

benefits.  Ahmedani et al. call for improvements in suicide risk assessments but 

appropriately caution that the USPSTF recommends depression screening only 

“when a system is in place to provide effective care…” Yet even under those 

conditions, there is a dearth of  clinical trials to support a net benefit of depression 

screening,3 which is one reason why the UK’s National Institute for Health and 

Clinical Excellence and the Canadian Task Force on Preventive Health Care do not 

recommend routine depression screening.  Moreover, the USPSTF currently gives an 

“I” recommendation (insufficient evidence to recommend for or against) for suicide 

risk screening. 

Like other third-party intruders,9 routinized depression and/or suicide risk 

screening could have the unintended consequences of thwarting clinician self-

determination and alienating some patients.6 Similarly, having care managers, rather

than primary care clinicians, engage patients in discussions about depression or 

suicide could deprive clinicians of an opportunity to leverage the therapeutic 

relationship9 and provide care that is responsive to patients’ circumstances.10 A 

recent report in the oncology literature suggests that the patient-clinician bond 



might mitigate suicide risk.11  Similar studies are needed in primary care.  As Julian 

Tudor Hart12 put it: “Life and happiness most certainly can hang on a readiness to 

listen, to dig beneath the presenting symptom, and to encourage a return when 

something appears to have been left unsaid. And not only the patient – all patients – 

value these things; to practice medicine without them makes a doctor despise his 

trade and his patients” (p 411). 

2. Attending to patients’ wants.  A mantra of the patient empowerment 

movement is that patients should get the “care they need and no less, the care they 

want and no more.”  Ahmedani et al.1 suggest that at-risk patients need to receive 

treatment for mental disorders, but is that their most pressing need?  Many people 

with suicide ideation and a nontrivial proportion of people who die by suicide have 

no identifiable mental disorder.  And what do at-risk patients want? We are aware of 

little systematic research on this topic. In contrast, hundreds of studies have 

identified numerous life circumstances that confer suicide risk, including family 

discord, financial difficulties, job loss, legal imbroglios, social isolation, concerns 

about sexual identity, and the recent diagnosis of cancer. The Interpersonal Theory13 

(a prominent theory of suicide) and supporting empirical research suggest that life 

circumstances could generate suicidal crises by increasing experiences of 

burdensomeness or aloneness. Research is needed to identify the life circumstances 

patients want help managing without feeling like they are a burden, and whether 

such help can reduce suicide risk and improve other patient outcomes. 10 

Optimistic Humanism Engineered



Care delivery systems must be engineered to enable primary care providers 

to elicit patients’ wants in a manner that allows them to provide necessary 

treatments while also accommodating the clinicians’ own psychological needs.8  

Although some primary care practices already may be designed to meet these goals, 

the prevailing optimistic biomedicalism has not prepared most clinicians or 

practices for the task. Outside the psychiatry literature, the impact of clinicians’ 

psychological propensities on patient safety and the quality of care has received 

scant attention.14  The emphasis on diagnosis and treatment leaves little room for 

genuinely eliciting patients’ wants, let alone empathically responding. Many 

American primary care providers are self-employed and work with five or fewer 

partners, making it unlikely that they alone will be able to “re-engineer” to address 

patients’ wants that have historically resided outside their scope of practice. 

Yet we live in times of rapid technological and social change. Electronic and 

computer technologies including electronic health records can be used both to 

catalogue decisions (diagnoses, prescriptions, etc) and to improve decision-making 

processes by enabling clinicians to elicit patients’ preferences. We recently showed 

that  having patients complete a brief (median use time 5 minutes) interactive 

multimedia computer program (IMCP) while waiting to see their doctor led to 

increased clinician inquiry about suicidal thoughts, without disturbing workflow.15 

Rather than simply informing patients that they are symptomatic, the individually 

tailored IMCP was designed to activate patients with suggestive symptoms to 

consider the possibility that they might be depressed, and to motivate them to raise 

discussion of depression during the linked visit, thereby “opening the door” for the 



providers to inquire about suicide. One likely advantage of tailored IMCPs over 

simple “screening” is less vulnerablility to focalism bias, the diversion of patient and 

clinician attention from relevant contextual issues.

For too long, discussions about suicide prevention in the medical literature 

have largely ignored the “elephant in the room” – the size and configuration of the 

health care workforce.  A number of policy changes (e.g., detoxification of domestic 

gas; modification of over-the-counter medication packaging) have been associated 

with reductions in suicide rates. Policy changes designed to modify the health care 

workforce also should be explored as a means of reducing suicide.

Ahmedani et al.’s findings suggest primary care could play a key role in 

suicide prevention. Given that suicide only recently emerged as a topic of interest to 

primary care, the absence of breakthrough interventions thus far is no cause for 

alarm. Clinician-focused informational interventions initially appeared promising 

but are neither sustainable nor sufficiently potent.   Collaborative care, involving the 

co-localization of specialty mental health providers in primary care settings, is 

perhaps a more encouraging option, but effects on suicide mortality have not been 

demonstrated. The time to experiment with novel care paradigms is long overdue. 

Getting patients into mental health treatment is important, but we should be 

mindful of the downsides of optimistic biomedicalism and the availability of 

alternative paradigms.  Suicide has many causes, and many potential solutions. 
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